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Shinto u “The Way of the Gods”

Japanese Religions
Shinto & Buddhism in Early
History

u Beliefs center around gods & spirits in

nature
u Ancestor worship
u A set of native religious practices

(compiled later in the Norito)
u Involves ritual purifications

Shinto Shrinesu Built in places of natural wonder and

event significance
u Entrances clearly identified by the large
and small gateway structures, called
torii (
)
u Structures are generally wooden with
structural beam crosses at the roof
u Generally, not very ornately adorned

Buddhist Templesu Built in places near population centers

and in the mountains for seclusion
u Structures are generally a mixture of
wood, tile, and metal with curved tiles at
the edges of the roof
u Generally, ornately adorned
u Served as centers for record keeping
and political support through history

Buddhism u “The Teachings of the Buddha”
u Originated in India, 6th century B.C.E.
u Most prominent sect: Mahayana school
u Introduced to Japan in 552 C.E.
u Practices were varied but based on

predominant Chinese & Korean
Buddhist practices of the time

Buddhism’s Early Impact
u Buddhism provided 3 important imports

from China & Korea:

1. Universality Concept of Religion
2. Chinese Writing System
3. Big (Chinese) Architecture
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Buddhism’s Impact on Shinto
u The introduction of Buddhism produces

religious organization; Shinto priests began to
consolidate practices and keep records of
them.
u Buddhism, as primarily a Chinese import,

provides an alternative aesthetic in the arts
and literature of early Japan; naturalism and
simplicity are Shinto-defined, and therefore,
Japanese aesthetic ideas.

Shinto & Buddhism in Japan
u Shinto & Buddhism amalgamated over time in

Japanese culture
u Shinto aesthetics: simplicity, naturalism;

therefore shrines were wooden and local
gods were considered to be the manifests of
Buddhist saints and deities
u Buddhist aesthetics: complexity, universality:

so temples tend to be more elaboratelydesigned with obvious Chinese influence
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